San Antonio Stroll
Formation:  Circle of dancers all facing towards the center
Music:  “San Antonio Stroll” on MCA-60188 or on Red Boot 195

Prompts: 
Intro or
	57-64 	- - - -; Vine Left and Right;
   	1-8 	- - - -; Rock Left and Right twice;
  	9-16 	- - - -; - Forward three and Kick;
	17-24 	- Back three and Touch; - To right Stroll four;
	25-32 	- - - -; Vine Left and Right;

Description:
   	1-4 	Beginning with their left foot, dancers step sideways to the left, cross their right foot behind their left foot and step on their right, step sideways to the left again, and then swing their right foot across in front of their left.  
   	5-8 	Dancers step sideways to the right, cross their left foot behind their right foot and step on their left, step sideways to the right again, and then swing their left foot across in front of their right. 
  	9-16 	Dancers remain in one place as they step sideways to their left, touch their right toe to their left instep, step sideways to their right, touch their left toe to their right instep, and repeat the rock to the left and rock to the right. 
	17-24 	Dancers walk three steps toward the center and kick their right foot forward, then back up three steps and touch their left foot to the floor.
	25-32 	Beginning with the left foot, dancers turn to their right and stroll four steps to the right around the circle.

Vine Simplified:  Change to “Left, Close, Left, Touch; Right, Close, Right, Touch ”.

Choreography by:  (Unknown)
Source:  Printed in CD Journal, May 1994
Usage:  Some dancers find the footwork challenging.  The trickiest spot is beginning the Stoll to the right with the left foot.       

San Antonio Mixer Variation for partners

Prompts: 
Intro or
	57-64 	- - - -; Vine Left and Right;
   	1-8 	- - - -; Rock Left and Right twice;
  	9-16 	- - - -; - Forward three and Kick;
	17-24 	- Back three and turn; - Pass Corner and face in;
	25-32 	- - - -; Vine Left and Right;

Description of Mixer Variation:
	25-32 	Beginning with the left foot, dancers turn to face their corner and use four slow steps to pass by right shoulders and face in. 
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